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BACKGROUND
A Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis is spatially
local and involves computing a partial differential equation
on a large number - often millions - of discrete points
throughout a computational domain.
Neural networks could potentially have many applications
to fluid dynamics problems. CFD datasets conceptually
have a lot of overlap with image datasets and can be
analyzed using similar techniques.

The one-dimensional
Burger’s equation test
case is a fluids
application of an initialboundary-value
problem (IBVP) that
models the movement
of a shock wave.

Flow Physics – Berger’s Equation Shockwave

The Burger’s Equation test case is a fluids application of an
initial-boundary-value problem (IBVP) that models the onedimensional movement of a shock wave.

MODEL DESCRIPTION
The model uses Recurrent Neural Nets (RNNs) made of
LSTM units to do unsupervised learning according to the
modeling procedure of Srivastava et al, 2015.
Sequence to Sequence Learning:
The state of the encoder LSTM after the last input has been
read is the representation of the input video. The decoder
reconstructs the input sequence from this representation.
The representation retains information about the
appearance of the objects, the background, and the motion
contained in the video.

Composite Model:
The composite model has two tasks – reconstruct the input
and predict the future. The encoder LSTM comes up with a
state from which we can both reconstruct the input and
predict the next few frames.

DATASETS – SHOCKWAVE AND CFD DATA
The intent of applying an RNN model to shockwave and CFD data is to identify flow structures and learn to track these structures: vortices,
boundary layers, turbulent and laminar flow regions, shear layers, etc. The domain representation using neural networks is meant to be
used to create more optimal local bases for use in real-time computation of flow simulations as a substitute or aid for methods like reduced
order modeling. The conservation variables computed at each point in the analysis, such as velocity, momentum, and/or pressure, are
analogous to RGB values for image recognition. Contours of these variables can be plotted easily to generate images, so they can be
treated like pixels of visual data. Alternately, the data can be analyzed directly at mesh points on the CFD mesh; one potential issue with
this representation is the warped structure of CFD meshes as opposed to the simpler grid structure of images.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS – MNIST AND VIDEO DATA

Flow Physics – CFD Solutions for Oscillating Airfoil

MNIST Dataset:
A single layer Composite Model was trained on
the MNIST dataset using the modeling
procedure and provided code from Srivastava
et al, 2015. The encoder took 10 frames as
input. The decoder reconstructed these 10
frames and the future predictor predicted the
next 10 frames. The true sequences are shown
in the first two rows. The next two rows show
the reconstruction and future prediction from
the one layer Composite Model. The model
figures out how to separate superimposed
digits and can model them even as they pass
through each other.

The 2D Unsteady CFD test case is a dataset of solutions
for an airfoil oscillating in time.

INTRODUCTION
The Long Short Term Memory (LSTM unit)

v

Each LSTM unit has a cell which has a state ct at time t.
The cell is like a memory unit. Access to the memory unit for
reading or modifying is controlled through sigmoidal gates –
the input gate it, forget gate ft and output gate ot.

Autoencoder Model:
The autoencoder model consists of two RNNs – the encoder
and the decoder. The input to the model is a sequence of
image patches. The encoder reads in this sequence. After
the last input has been read, the decoder outputs a
prediction for the target sequence
Future Predictor Model:
The design of the Future Predictor Model is same as that of
the Autoencoder Model, except that the decoder in this case
predicts a frame sequence that comes after the input
sequence. (This is the same approach used in language
models for modeling sequences of words.)

Natural Image Dataset:
Reconstruction and future prediction was also
obtained from the Composite Model on a
dataset of natural image patches
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